TheEndApp

Are you a prepper? You better be, because the end of the world is around
the corner. It is around the corner of 5th Avenue and Duct Tape Street NY,
NY. According to the National Center for Survey Of Chances/NCfSoC/ a
prepper has 88 percent higher chance of survival when the world comes
to an end, than a citizen who is neglecting the rules of self-reliance and is
not preparing. A prepper stocks water, MRE’s, guns and canned goods and
feels ready, a HARDCORE prepper learns to run and reads the news:
“Scientists warn about the aftermath of the Venus Transit. The sun dispersed
fireballs towards the earth. China reportedly angry about dwindling hamburger
shipments from US. China allegedly directs a ‘copy of the fireballs’ to the
epicenter in LA, doubling the effect of the fireballs.”
The MOST HARDCORE prepper collects duct tapes, because he knows
duct tape is the currency of the future, if there is any....
Run for your life, collect duct tapes and build your camp. Do it with the
free to download The EndApp, which challenges your reflexes, offers
infinite game play with progressive level design and multiple environments. Jump over the burned down police cars and reach the hidden duct
tape while running in the deserted city. You will be guided through the 28
days with 5 challenges each day. And as a bonus it makes your day 135, 8
percent better.
This is an exclusive advice from TheEndApp team, all preppers themselves. They have met while they were running from danger. After a while
they started talking about the ‘viruses taking over’, about ‘insects
spreading’, ‘solar exposure’ and realized they have to educate others on
how to prepare for TheEnd and created The End app. enjoy
Another exclusive advise from TheEndApp team for you is to also print
the review you are about to write because, in case of a major, worldwide,
long-lasting, irreversible electricity outage you want to have it in hand.

About TheEndApp
TheEndApp was Featured by Apple in more than 100 countries, was top
5 in more than 72 countries, reached more than 3, 5 million downloads
since the launch /on July 5th/! TheEndApp raises your eyebrows, makes
you grin, and gives you adrenaline high! Go and try to Survive!

About Goroid Ltd.
Goroid Ltd., part of POSSIBLE is a game developer company with the mission to create world class games and to entertain both casual players and
hard core gamers.
We are a start-up
The staff has been working together in the past on
PDA games, being key members of the well known PDAmill Game
Studios. Having created two iOS games recently, Ownzies Outbreak and
Dudelee, Goroid Ltd. is taking the running apps to another level
with The End.
Fun facts: The staff of six gives 10% of all duct tape usage of Budapest...
Team Goroid set one goal for 2012: Survive TheEnd! and come up with an
amazing update
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